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To all, whon, it may concert. 
Beit known that I, ALBERT HERVE MER 

RILT, a citizen of the United States, residing 
at Atlanta, in the county of Fulton and State 
of Georgia, have invented a new, original, and 
useful Musical Instrument, termed a “Chor 
dola,” of which the following description, in 
connection with the accompanying drawings, 
is a specification. - 
My invention relates to a stringed musical 

instrument of the percussion class, of the 
guitar and mandolin type, in that it is in 
tended to be picked by the fingers or a plec 
trum of horn or metal, the tones thereof hav 
ing a peculiar and distinct character to itself 
and harmonizing more perfectly with the 
tones of the violin or bow family of musical 
instruments than any other stringed instru 
ment heretofore made or used, and possessing 
greater “carrying power’ or penetration of 
tone than any of the similar classes of stringed 
instruments, rendering it a valuable and use 
ful addition to the musical world for solo, con 
cert, and orchestral work. I attain this re 
sult by making a body or sound-box with egg 
shaped hoop or sides and graduated convex 
back and top, to the upper extremity of which 
and as a continuation of the main air-cham 
ber is a smaller secondary air-chamber, both 
said air-chambers being necessary to obtain 
the required tone. To the upper end of the 
Secondary air-chamber is attached the neck, 
and on the top surface of the neck is fastened 
the finger-board, furnished with metalfrets at 
the proper intervals to produce the tones and 
semitones. At the upper end of the neck is 
the carved head or scroll, furnished with any 
number of pegs or keys (according to the 
number of strings used, my preference being 
six to eight) to stretch the strings to the 
proper tension in order to obtain the notes or 
tones desired. The lower end of the finger 
board does not rest upon nor touch the top of 
the body or sound-box, but projects over it to 
any sufficient distance for the required num 
ber of frets. 
The top and back of the body or sound-box 

of this instrument are concave upon their in 
ner surface and convex upon the outer, and 

sistance, and thinnest at the edge where they 
are glued to the hoop or sides. Such gradua 
tion has never before been applied to instru 
ments of percussion. The backis made solid, 
but in the top or sound-board on each side of 
the “bridge, so called, over which the strings 
pass (and the position of which bridge de 
termines the length of string to be used and 
the position of the frets upon the finger-board) 
and near the edge of the top, is cut an “f” or 
sound hole of peculiar but necessary shape, 
and on each side of the projection of the fin 
ger-board in the secondary air-chamber is an 
other sound-hole of different shape. These 
four holes are for the purpose of emitting the 
sound-waves produced in the body or sound 
box by the vibration of the strings commu 
nicated to the top by the bridge and are of 
just sufficient size and of proper shape to 
produce “C” natural, (as termed in the lan 
guage of music,) the true acoustical tone of 
such instrument, and if said holes are varied 
in size or form the tone will be changed. 
Upon the thickest portion of the top or 

sound-boardistands the bridge,having two legs 
or feet and furnished upon its upper edge with 
a metal wire or fret over which the stringspass. 
At the rear of this fret is a slight upward pro 
jection of the Wood, through which are cut 
slots of sufficient number to accommodate 
the number of strings to be used, and which 
slots prevent the strings from moving and 
rattling when being played upon. 
On the inner or under side of the top or 

Sound-board, with its strongest parts directly 
under the two legs or feet of the bridge, are 
glued two bars of Wood, pointed at each end 
and widest in the middle, running longitudi 
nally With the grain of the top or sound-board 
to strengthen said top in sustaining the weight 
or tension of the strings when tuned for play 
ling. 
At the lower end of the body or sound-box 

of the instrument, and attached to the hoop 
With a small screw or screws, is a metal “tail 
piece,” So called, bent at an obtuse angle that 
it may not touch nor rest upon the top or 
Sound-board, to which is fastened one end 
of the strings used, the other ends being at 

5o are made thickest near the center, which is tached to the pegs or keys in the head of the 
instrument, heretofore described. the point of least vibration or greatest re 
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All taken together, I have a neat, compact, 
useful, and artistic appearing instrument of 
peculiar tone and shape having an entirely 
original and different character from that of 
any instrument heretofore made. 

IFor a better comprehension reference must 
be had to the accompanying drawings, form 
ing a part of this specification, in which like 
symbols indicate corresponding parts, and 
wherein 

Figure 1 is a front elevation of the com 
plete instrument in its necessary and there 
fore preferred form, in which A represents 
the body or sound-box; C, the fretted finger 
board attached to the upper surface of the 
neck and projecting over but not resting 
upon nor touching the body or sound-box; D, 
the carved or scroll head, through which and 
projecting from its upper surface are the pegs 
or keys C. C. C. C. C. C. E., the bridge, and F the 
tailpiece or string-holder. b b U are the 
sound-holes, in form as shown. 

Fig. 2 is a side elevation showing the swell 
in the top or sound-board and back, B the 
1neck, and G the hoop or sides. 

Fig. 3 is a longitudinal cross-section of the 
instrument, showing the arched or concavo 
convex form of the top or sound-board and 
back, (represented by II and I,) graduated 
thickest in centers and thinnest at edges; also 
the projecting finger-board Cand the bars of 
Wood K strengthening the top II, ee showing 
the strengthening-block inside each end of 
the body or sound-box and f f showing V 
shaped linings to strengthen joinings of hoop 
or sides with top and back. 

Fig. 4 is an interior plan view of the top, 
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showing the four sound-holes b bbl and the 
two supporting-bars KIX. 

Fig. 5 is a longitudinal section of the top 40 
or sound-board, showing longitudinal bars or 
bracings K and the manner of graduation. 
The point of greatest thickness of both top 
and bars or bracings lies immediately under 
the bridge E, and the graduation is made 45 
with this point in view. 

Figs. 6 and 7 are the front and end views 
of the bridge, LL representing the legs or 
feet which rest upon the top or sound-board 
to support the strings, and d the wire fret in 5o 
the bridge, and g is the projection of the Wood 
above the fret, in which are cut the slots c C. c. 
c cc, through which the strings pass and are 
held in place. 
What I claim, and desire to secure by Tet- 55 

ters Patent, is 
In a stringed musical instrument of the pel 

cussion class the combination of an egg 
shaped main air-chamber, or body, with a 
smaller secondary air-chamber, the raised 6o 
neck with scroll, or carved head, and the pro 
jecting fretted finger-board, the graduated 
concavo-convex back andltop, or sound-board, 
the said top having the four “f,’ or sound 
holes of the form shown, and the longitudi- 65 
nal bars, or bracings, upon the concavesicle; 
also the bridge with its two legs, or feet, fret, 
and slots, the purposes of all of which are sub 
stantially herein set forth. 

ALBERT IIERVE MERRI, I, 
Witnesses: 

ROBT. IEEAVARY, 
CILY DET. BROOKS, 

  


